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FLINCOR: A microcomputer program for the reduction and investigation of fluid-inclusion data*
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Ansrucr over which differences are significant. In addition it allows rapid
determinations of the effects of uncertainties in the input param-

rr.nrcoR is designed to reduce laboratory data gathered on fluid eters.
inclusions and to calculate P-1n isochores :on includes equations of state and ap-
portant fluids composed of HrO, COr, CH4, :duction from the following: Swanenberg
Requirementsforinputdatahavebeenorien d Richet (1981), Holloway (1981), Jacobs
of values derived from fluid-inclusion obr Kerrick and Jacobs (1981), Heyen et al.
tively,fluidmixturesexpressedinavarietyc Helgeson (1983, 1985), Haar et al. (198a),
mole fraction), can serve as input data. The t g7), Zhang and Frantz (1987), and Brown
among multiple published equations ofstate dditional equations such as those by Angus
behavior and can readily compare the resul CO, liquid-vapor line and Knight and Bod-
different equations. calculated output can itical points of H,o-Nacl solutions are used
tabular form or saved as an ASCII text file nvej obser.,'rational data to derived quan-
other applications. FLINcoR is a Microsofto Windows@ appli- tities.
catron.

INrnooucrroN
Routine heating- and freezing-stage observations of fluid in-

clusions in the laboratory generate large amounts of data that
must be reduced to derived quantities such as mole fractions of
observed or inferred species, densities offluid phases, and con-
centrations of dissolved solutes. In addition, because observa-
tions of fluid inclusions generally provide only constraints on
minimum pressures (P) and temperatures (Z) of trapping, it is
desirable to calculate the extrapolated locus of P and 7 values
(the isochore) consistent with the observational data. Although
some of the required equations and calculations are simple, oth-
ers are long and complicated and are not best solved by individ-
ual programming of hand calculators or microcomputers. FLINcoR
(Brown, 1989) has been created to fill the needs ofgeochemists
interested in (1) reducing laboratory observations on fluid inclu-
sions, (2) calculating isochores in P-Ispace from fluid-inclusion
observations, (3) calculating isochores from hypothetical mix-
tures of fluids, and (4) comparing the results obtained by using
well-known published equations of state to extrapolate fluid be-
havior and properties.

This program should serve on several levels. As a research
tool, rurNcon allows rapid data reduction of fluid-inclusion ob-
servations. As a teaching aid, nrNcon provides an insight into
the kinds of data required to describe a natural fluid system
completely. It provides a medium to compare one equation of
state to another and to evaluate the ranges ofgeologic conditions

* The rurNcon progam and associated files are available from
Wisc-Ware, a consortium of colleges and universities that dis-
tributes research and instructional software for lBM-compatible
microcomputers. Individual copies of FLrNcoR cost either $25
or $50 (depending on consortium membership) and can be or-
dered from Wisc-Ware, 1210 W. Dayton Street, Madison, Wis-
consin 53706, U.S.A. Specifu disk size and media density. Fur-
ther information including a current catalog listing over 100
programs and order forms can be obtained by writing to the
above address, by calling (800) 543-3201, or by e-mail on Bitnet
at wiscware@wiscmacc.

Fnocn-lvr STRUCTURE

The program has been written in c for the Microsoft Windows
environment. Most of the uncompiled code is included on the
distribution disk to allow the user to check the equations both
for their form and potential typographical errors during pro-
gramming. However, owing to the complexities of programming

the dialog boxes, windows, and icon, the program cannot be
modified and recompiled by the user without access to the Mi-
crosoft Software Development Kit@ and c compiler.

The distribution disk contains, among others, the following
fi les: neeorrae.Doc (documentation), ruNcon.nxE (the executable
program), nnrr.rrr (onJine help facility), and rr,ncon.c, cAr-cs.c,
sALTMrx.c (c source code).

The following are required or recommended system attributes.
Hardware: IBM-PC or compatible micro with graphics card, 512k
of memory, two floppy drives or a hard disk (recommended). A
mouse and printer are recommended. Software: MS-DOS (or

PC-DOS) 2.0 or later and Microsoft Windows 2.03, Windows
286, or Windows 386. Additional: A color monitor and either
EGA or VGA card will enhance the interaction and will be nec-
essary for the graphics output to be implemented in a future
version of the program.

Like all Windows applications, FLINcoR is most easily used
with a "mouse" or other pointing device. If you do not have a
mouse, detailed directions are provided to allow the program to
be used. A help section is also on-line during the routine oper-
ation of the program. There may be some items that are inac-
cessible at times to the nonmouse user; in general, however, the

entire program can be used without a pointing device. For sim-
plicity, the example discussed below will assume that the user
has a mouse.

Exlvrpr,n

FLrNcoR.ExE has been written to conform to the standard Mi-
crosoft Windows interface. Most simply, chemical systems and
equations of state are chosen from menus in the main window.
Appropriate child windows then are opened to prompt for the
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Fig. 1. Output Range window that permits the user to change
the range and frequency of calculated P-7 points. The numbers
shown here are default values and can be readily changed.

input data required to completely define the state of the chemical
system. Calculated results appear in an output window and can
be saved as an ASCII text file or printed out directly.

After starting the program, four windows are open on the
screen. The Main window consists of a title bar at the top of the
screen, a menu bar containing the File, Windows, Graph, Chem-
systems, Equations, and Help menu headings, and the back-
ground upon which the other windows are superimposed. The
other three windows are "child" windows and include the Out-
put, Current Choices, and Output Range windows. As an ex-
ample, Figure I shows the Output Range window. This f,gure
shows how readily one may change the isochore parameters for
subsequent calculations. The four boxes containing numbers are
editable text fields that can be changed to reflect the range and
frequency of output desired by the user. The Hide button is
provided to help unclutter the screen display. This Output Range
window can be "unhidden" at anytime by using the Windows
menu in the Main window.

The Chemsystems and Equations menus contain the main
branching decision points of the program. The Chemsystems
menu lists available chemical systems. These systems are mu-
tually exclusive, and only one can be selected at any time. To
choose a system (e.g., HrO-COr-NaCl), simply click the mouse
button while pointing to the desired menu item. The new choice
is immediately shown in the Current Choices monitor window
(Fig. 2). If the previous equation of state shown in the Current
Choices window is valid for the new chemical system, it will
remain. If, however, the previous equation is invalid for the new
system, a default change will occur in the equation-of-state choice.

Depending on the chemical system chosen on the Chemsys-
tems menu, the items on the Equations menu are either "grayed
out" as inappropriate or are in normal type face with one checked.
Clicking on a new valid entry will change the chosen equation,
and this change will be reflected in the Current Choices monitor
window and in the calculated output.

The Open Input button in the Current Choices monitor win-
dow @g. 2) will open an input window appropriate to the choices
for chemical system and equation of state shown in the window.
To open the window in Figure 3, the system HrO-COr-NaCl was
selected from the Chemsystems rnenu. The default equation of
state for this system is Brown and Lamb (1989) [Bowers and
Helgeson (1983) is also availablel, and so the user would not
have to use the Equations menu to choose this equation. Now
the Open Input button in the Current Choices monitor window
produces the input window shown in Figure 3.

For this system, one needs to provide salinity information (top
portion of the window), information on the CO, phase (middle
portion of the window), and an estimate of the proportions of

Fig. 2. Current Choices monitor window that displays the
current chemical system and equation of state chosen from the
menus in the main FLrNcoR window. Input windows such as
shown in Fig. 3 are called up by pushing the Open Input button
in this window.

water and carbon dioxide in the inclusion (Nicholls and Craw-
ford, 1985). After making these choices, utilizing the Calculate
button in the window will result in one of the following re-
sponses: (l) A box requesting an identifying name for the data
to be reduced (this feature can be turned on and ofby the user).
(2) An error message telling you that you have entered an in-
correct value somewhere in the input. This message is context
sensitive and specific; it will generally prompt you with the prop-
er range of values, and, after clearing the message box, the input
focus will be returned to the ofending entry. (3) The calculation
will take place.

The first one third of Figure 4 shows the result of pushing the
Calculate button in Figure 3. This and other calculations may
be nearly instantaneous or may take several seconds depending
on the speed of the computer and the complexity of the calcu-
lation. If the delay is substantial (i.e., it took more than a couple
of seconds on my lOMHz, 80286 computer), an Hourglass cur-
sor has been programmed to replace the arrow (or I beam) until
the calculation is complete. When the calculation is finished, the
output box will automatically scroll to the bottom to allow the
results to be viewed. However, the input focus will generally
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Fig. 3. Input window for reducing fluid-inclusion data in the
system HrO-COr-NaC1. The numbers shown are default values
that can be easily changed by the user.
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Test Output for Tutorial-l
Chemical System is H2O-CO2-NaCI
Eqn of State: Brown & Lamb
Bulk Inclusion Composition:

XH2O=0.7368 XCO2=0.2405 XNACL=0.0227
Aqueous Phase Composition:

Mol.Frac.NaCl= 0.0299
Molal.NaCl= 1.?092
Wt.Pct.NaCl= 9.0816

Clathrate Melt Temp.= 5.000
Aqueous Phase Density= 1.06336
CO2 Phase Homog. Ternp.= 20.0 (L)
CO2 Phase Molar Volume= 56.82
CO2 DengiW= 0.7?43
Est. Vol. FIac. CO2= 0.50 at 20.0 C.
Bulk Molar Volume= 27.332
Bulk Density= 0.9189

Brown & Lamb Bow. & Helg.
TEMPERATURE PRESSIJRE

FLUID-INCLUSION DATA

Est. Vol. Frac. CO2= 0.@ at 20.0 C.
Br.rlk Molar Volume= 30.498
Bulk Density= 0.8900

Brown & Lamb Bow. & Helg.
TEMPERATTJRE PRESSI]NE

PRESSI'NE
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1000

3224 2754
4045 3750
4867 46%L
5688 543L
6510 6222
7392 700?
8153 7787

Test Output for Tutorial-8
Chemical System is H2O-CO2-NaCI
Eqn of State: Brown & Lamb
Bulk Inclusion Composition:

XII2O=0.8010 XCO2=0.1743 XNACIF0.0247
Aqueous Phase Composition:

Mol.Frac.NaCl= 0.0299
Molal.NaCl= 1.7092
Wt.Pct.NaCl= 9.0816

Clathrate Melt Temp.= 6.000
Aqueous Phase Deneity= 1.06336
CO2 Phase Homog. Temp.= 20.0 (L)
CO2 Phase Molar Volume= 56.82
CO2 Density= 0.7743
Est. Vol. Frac. CO2= 0.40 at 20.0 C.
Bglk Molar Volume= 24.762
Bulk Density= 0.94?8

Brown & Iamb Bow. & Helg.
TEMPERATUNE PRESSURD

Test Output for Tutorial-2
Chemical System is H2O-CO2-NaCI
Eqn of State: Brown & Lamb
Bulk Inclusion Composition:

)cI2O=0.65?? XCO2=0.3220 XNACL=0.0203
Aqueous Phase Composition:

Mol.Frac.NaCl= 0.0299
Molal.NaCl= 1.7092
Wt.Pct.NaCl= 9.0816

Clathrate Melt Temp.= 5.000
Aqueous Phase Density= 1.06i136
CO2 Phaee Homog. Temp.= 20.0 (L)
CO2 Phase Molar Volume= 66.82
CO2 Density= 0.??43

remain at the last entry in the input window (which will still be
active) to allow a new value to be entered. Thus, for example,
to explore the effects of varying the estimated volume fraction
of CO, in Figure 3, simply change the 0.5 entry to 0.6 and re-
calculate. Repeat this process to calculate the result for 0.4. Now
the Output window would contain the complete contents of Fig-
ure 4, plus or minus differences in naming of the individual runs.
Previous calculations are not lost from the output, they simply
scroll out the top of the window and can be later viewed by
scrolling the output.

While input windows such as shown in Figure 3 are visible,
the user can simply change the equation of state by choosing a
new entry from the Equations menu in the Main window. This
allows the differences among the various equations to be readily
evaluated for the specific chemical system and P-?-Xconditions
of interest to the individual user. The Close button will remove
the input window and ready the program for changing the chem-
ical system or equation ofstate to be examined.

At any time while using the program, the current contents of
the Output window may be printed or saved to a file. The Output
window can subsequently be cleared to ready the program to

PR3SSIJRE
300 2749
400 3698
500 4646
600 5595
?00 6544
800 7493
900 8442

1000 9391

1819
308?
4274
5329
6312
7276
8230
9t77

PRESSUNE
300 3146
400 4240
500 5335
600 6,til0
?00 7525
800 8620
900 97L4

1000 10809

2026
35L2
4911
6t77
7369
8636
9690
10834

Fig .4 .
file.

Example of output from rurNcon. Note that output was "saved" and imported into a word processor as an ASCII text

accept data from, for instance, a different locality or composi-
tional range (e.g., CO' vs. HrO). On exiting the program, the
user is prompted to save the contents of the Output window to
a file. All saved files are in ASCII form and can be readily ma-
nipulated by most word-processing or spread-sheet programs.
Most spread-sheet programs also will provide a means to graph-
ically plot the calculated isochores, and with more manipulation,
will produce histograms of observed data or calculated values.
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